
OPI  Nail  Studio  bring  on  the
colour girls!

Choose from a 200 plus range of nail colours

There’s a new trend in town. After you’ve indulged in it, there’s no going
back, at least not back to your old nail care routine that is.
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A dab of blue, a stroke of pink and a few perky white polka dots to finish it off… of
course the subject here isn’t about painting a picture on an easel, although not
too far from it, the OPI Nail Studio, is your artiste, equipped with the latest trend
setting styles in nail colour, care and nail art techniques.

“Nail art is fast becoming a popular choice in fashion statements. In other words,
it has become an expression of style and appearance. That’s where we step in,”
said Nirosha Jagodaarachchi, Director – Technical The team at OPI Nail Studio is
internationally qualified in following the latest techniques in the nail art culture.
“In this continually growing industry, you have to be on top of your game and that
is how we keep our customers coming back.” With 200 plus nail colours to choose
from, at OPI Nail Studio, whether you prefer the gel colours, some shades of
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liquid sand, maybe a splash of ‘The Man With The Golden Gun’, as your 18 carat
gold top coat from the ‘Sky Fall’collection, the choices are endless. “We are full of
colour,” adds Nirosha Jagodaarachchi.

In the hopes of looking your best, you may fall into a bit of contemplation with
whether you should try the ‘Pompeii Purple’ or the ‘Bubble Bath’, or even a swish
of ‘Russian Navy’,  and then how about a little ‘Pink Before You Leap’? Rest
assured,  your  characteristic  nail  care  regime  is  incorporated  with  carefully
selected and unique proponents that doesn’t just extenuate the beauty of your
hands and feet, but leaves them feeling healthy and looking vibrant.

British Cosmetics’ OPI patents many treatments in addition to the countless nail
colours available at the Studio. These treatments include nail  enhancers, nail
strengtheners,  cuticle  oils,  special  masks  to  penetrate  into  and  renew  skin
texture, enhance complexion and eliminate dead skin. “We are a green family
because  besides  the  colours,  there  are  other  benefits,”  commends  Nirosha
Jagodaarachchi.  Whether  it’s  just  a  one off  service  that  you want  or  day of
pampering,  OPI  Nail  Studio  conceptualises  your  personality  through  the
expression of their expertise. Nirosha Jagodaarachchi continues, “we get involved
with fashion and when we bring products with international standards into the
country, we need to know the whole scenario behind the concept.” As their motto
goes, “Always we care for your wellbeing.” And that’s a fact!

Did You Know?
Prevense from British Cosmetics has a manufacturing plant here
in  Sri  Lanka  and  manufactures  skin  care  products  to  British
formulation, specifications and standards
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